more efficient, full of ease, more secure, and far better than before so as to make locking or security stronger. It discusses about face recognition technique, its working and its application in different sector along with iris recognition, its working, its application.
I. INTRODUCTION
Biometrics is a specialised indication for body sizes and calculations. It denotes the metrics linked to human appearances. Computer science uses the Biometrics authentication as a form of verification and access control. Physical and behavioral appearances both can be a type of Biometrics. Physical biometrics are classified on the basis quantification and fact which derived directly from quantification which uses human attributes which involve: Fingerscan, Facial Recognition, Iris-scan, Retina-scan and Hand -scan. Quantification and data derived from an action are stated as Behavioral Biometric which include: Voice-scan and Signature-scan. A biometric system refers to the cohesive H/w and S/W used to conduct biometric validation and authentication. Physical or behavioural appearances: Biometrics is based on the quantification of distinctive physical and behavioural appearances. Physical biometrics is based on the facts derived directly from quantification of parts of the human body such as Fingerprints, Face recognition, Retina scan and Iris scan. The establishment of behavioral biometrics depends on quantification of the data derived from accomplishment. Such as Voice scan and Signature scan.
Fig2. Types of Biometrics

II. PHYSIOLOGICAL BIOMETRIC AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM Face recognition:
A system of face recognition has a skill which is used for categorizing or validating an individual from a digital spitting image or Filmed from filmed source. There are various manners in which facial recognition system trial, but in general they work by equating selected facial features from given spitting image with faces within a database .Initially a form of computer science application, it has seen broader uses in recent times on mobile platforms and in other forms of expertise, such as robotics. It is naturally pre-owned in security methods and can be equated to the following biometrics which involve the physical factor of an individual which differ from each other. Recently, it has also became the most widespread commercial documentation and a way for marketing in the market for industry among people.
Fig3. Nodal points for face-recognition
Phases elaborate the face recognition are:
1. Capture: Sample which consists of physical or behavioral type is taken by the system during acceptance and also in validation or authentication method. 2. Extraction: Template is formed by extracting the sole data from the sample. land to check every foreigner entering their country isn't a criminal.
Comparison table:
In the following table several scan method are equated with each other on various criteria such as coded pattern, misidentification rate, security and various application. The concluded result is explain in the table which shows that Iris scan is far better than other scanning methods.
Table1: Various scan methods
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have so far able to understand the meaning of biometrics, its different types in brief. Also we have studied the various types of biometrics technology. In the end of this paper, we will be able to acquire a good knowledge about the better one technology. Here iris recognition technique is more accurate but costly and lacks at locating the iris all of sudden. So in order to improve we need to work for making this technique cheaper and to improve iris locating skill we can use it with face recognition technique, with this it also doubles the security as well.
This altogether will enhance the security of the data, country like that of UAE, and ease to authenticate an individual.
